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Abstract

Generationally-linked households differ in wealth, labor productivity and aspirations. Aspirations is pro-capitalist in that it incentivizes accumulation. People optimally choose to be aspirational, balancing the benefit of higher future wealth against the utility cost of falling short. Wealthier households disproportionately choose to be so. The evolution of aspirations in the Malthusian period, driven by the higher fertility of wealthier households, spurs capital accumulation that eventually tips the economy towards modern economic growth. The wealthy start lowering fertility; as poorer households increasingly become numerous, many of them also become aspirational. The transition to industrialization made possible by “survival of the richest” soon gives way to “survival of the poorest” that spreads pro-capitalist values across the population. A quantitative exercise shows that this cultural change relying on the conventional economic advantage of wealth can explain two centuries of demographic and economic changes in England.
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